Visually Document Data Processing
Activities and Demonstrate Compliance
The EU’s General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) requires organisations to maintain comprehensive and current
internal records of their data processing activities. Specifically, Article 30 requires organisations to maintain a record
of all processing activities internally, and to make them available to supervisory authorities upon request.
Data Inventory/Mapping is an excellent first step in building a privacy or compliance program. Leveraging years of
research and supported by Nymity’s deep Privacy Office/DPO expertise, ExpertMapping™, is a simple, automated
solution that turns data inventory into an outcome of project reviews completed by a motivated business.
Delivering Business Value
ExpertMapping™ focuses data collection on only what is required and what provides value to the business.
This approach to data collection saves significant time and increases the chances of quick and successful
implementation while maximizing the probability of long-term use.
Accurate and Timely Information
Article 30 of the GDPR is clear in its requirement for organisations to be able to demonstrate an accurate and up to
date record of processing activities. Nymity ExpertMapping™ enables the business to demonstrate with confidence
where their data resides, ensure the data is accurate and up-to-date for potential use.

Comprehensive Data Visualization
Nymity ExpertMapping™ provides functional data mapping and visualization with drill-down compliance support
capability to answer questions from the management, business and if need be, regulators. Understand and
demonstrate your legal grounds for processing, your cross-border mechanism, your risk mitigation to processing
and your risk mitigation to individuals.

Features:
Dynamic Drill-Down
Data Mapping

Traditional data flow mapping and innovations such as Proportional Data
Maps™, Handoff Data Maps™, Process Benefits Data Maps™, Risk
Mitigation Data Maps™, Accountability Data Maps™ and Purpose Data Maps™.

Accountability
Data Use Strategy

Implement a bottom-up data use strategy by identifying specific personal
data that will bring the greatest benefit to individuals and the organisation.
Promote and repurpose specific uses to help maximize the value to
individuals and the organisation.

On-demand Compliance
Reporting for Article 30
(Records of processing
activities)

Automated on-demand reports to meet legal and regulatory requirements
including regulatory inquires related to data location, data transfer
mechanism, legal grounds for processing, risk to individuals, purpose, data
type, DPIA criteria, data recipients, data subject, retention periods and which
appropriate technical and organisation measures are in use and where.

15 Years of Privacy Compliance Research
For over 15 years, Nymity has been conducting in-depth research on privacy compliance and over 50% of Nymity’s
employees are experienced privacy professionals. Nymity has supported Privacy Officers with compliance covering
over 500 privacy laws to date. The upcoming GDPR may be the largest privacy impacting legislation, but it isn’t the
last. There are 26 provisions in the GDPR to which each member state in the EU can create delegated acts. The
foundation of Nymity’s ExpertMapping™ solution is based on ongoing research which helps “future proof” our
customers’ compliance.

SCHEDULE A DEMONSTRATION @ WWW.NYMITY.COM/EXPERTMAPPING

About Nymity
Nymity is the leading global research company specializing in accountability, risk, and compliance software solutions for the privacy office.
Nymity's suite of software solutions helps organizations attain, maintain, and demonstrate data privacy compliance. Organizations all over
the world rely on Nymity's software solutions to proactively and efficiently manage their privacy programs - empowering them to comply
withconfidence. For more information visit www.nymity.com.

